Supplementary Text S1
ABC Validation
The approximate Bayesian computation was validated on a randomly-chosen
demography, a single Wright-Fisher deme in which growth began 715 generations ago at a rate,

!, of 1.3x10-3/generation. Five datasets, each comprising 20 autosomal loci, were simulated
under this model to mimic the empirical dataset. The ABC procedure was applied to each
simulated dataset using the number of segregating sites S to constrain the population mutation
rate ", and the summary statistics Rozas’ R2 and Tajima’s D, both singly and jointly, to infer the
timing and rate of population growth. Analyses employing only Rozas’ R2 and S were most
accurate (Figure S1). On average, the median values of posterior distributions for the time of
onset of growth underestimated the true value by only 7%, whereas the true value of the growth
rate was overestimated by only 7%. Conversely, the use of Tajima’s D and S underestimated the
time of onset of growth by 27%, and overestimated the growth rate by 104%. Rozas’ R2,
Tajima’s D and S applied jointly underestimated the time of onset of growth by 27%, and
overestimated the growth rate by 72%. This result did not change materially when a smaller
tolerance threshold # was employed (i.e., 0.1% versus 1%). In fact, the larger tolerance threshold
routinely produced more accurate point estimates and smaller confidence intervals for the
demographic parameters under study (unpublished data). Because posterior distributions
routinely have substantial variance, the 95% confidence intervals reported here are large (Figure
S2). Nonetheless, the medians of posterior distributions generated using ABC with Rozas’ R2
and S are consistently accurate, and this method was applied subsequently to our African
population data. It should be recognized that this inference approach is computationally
expensive; the results described above required ~25,000 CPU hours to generate and analyze
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some 300 billion coalescent datasets. Nonetheless, the validation procedure applied here is
standard for inference methods of this type (Hey and Nielsen 2004).

Demographic Processes Confounded with Growth
To check whether estimates of growth might be conflated with gene flow or admixture,
we explored how these factors affect Rozas’ R2 and Tajima’s D using coalescent simulation. We
sampled from a pure splitting (or phylogenetic) model containing two constant sized demes (N0
= 104) that diverged 50 kya (or 1785 generations assuming a 28-year generation interval). We
conditioned this model on parameters taken from our empirical dataset: a sample size of 28
autosomal chromosomal copies, and mean values for sequence length, mutation rate and
recombination rate. We only sampled individuals from the first deme; the second deme was
modeled solely to provide a population source for gene flow and admixture.

Migration
We allowed long-term asymmetric gene flow from deme 2 to deme 1, and varied the
population migration rate (Nm) from 0 to 1. Effectively, therefore, this system represents an
isolation-with-migration model. We found that both Rozas’ R2 and Tajima’s D are negatively
biased, but the effect is minor (Figure S3). The largest deviation is observed when Nm = 1.
Relative to a model with zero migration (i.e., Nm = 0), Rozas' R2 has a maximum mean deviation
of 0.0031, while Tajima’s D has a maximum mean deviation of 0.075. For comparison, however,
Rozas’ R2 has a 95% confidence interval of (0.074, 0.17; i.e., a range of 0.096) and Tajima's D
has a 95% confidence interval of (-1.3, 1.3; i.e., a range of 2.6) under a model with zero
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migration. Hence, these maximum deviations represent only ~3% of the variance customary for
these summary statistics.

Admixture
Two related models were explored: i) admixture resulting from the expansion of Bantuspeaking agriculturalists, and ii) a reduction in population structure that occurred just prior to
recorded history (i.e., recent cryptic population structure). We allowed instantaneous admixture
from deme 2 to deme 1 either 107 generations ago (i.e., admixture ~3 kya during the Bantu
expansion), or 5 generations ago (i.e., recent, but now forgotten, population mixing ~150 years
ago). We allowed the admixture proportion to vary from 0 (i.e., no admixture) to 1 (i.e.,
complete mixing of the two demes).

We found that both Rozas’ R2 and Tajima’s D are negatively biased under a model of the
Bantu expansion (Figure S4), but the effect is slightly more pronounced with recent admixture
(Figure S5). Because both models are similar, we only discuss the latter here. The largest
deviation was observed with 50% admixture. Relative to a model with zero admixture, Rozas' R2
has a maximum mean deviation of 0.011, while Tajima’s D has a maximum mean deviation of
0.27. These maximum deviations represent 12% and 10%, respectively, of the variance that we
observe under the model with no admixture.

Population growth causes Rozas’ R2 to approach zero and Tajima’s D to become
negative. Although gene flow and admixture bias these summaries in the same direction, the
effect is relatively weak (note maximum deviations above), and these factors are not sufficient to
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explain the values of Rozas’ R2 and Tajima’s D that we observe in African populations. In the
presence of gene flow or admixture (or a combination of both), our inference methods would
tend to overestimate the effects of population growth, thus leading us to infer slightly older and
stronger growth than actually occurred. This confound is, however, in the wrong direction for a
model of growth associated with agriculture, and in any case, the effect is sufficiently weak that
our main conclusions remain unaffected.

Finally, we note that outbound migration does not affect estimates of Rozas’ R2 and
Tajima’s D (i.e., these summaries do not change in deme 2), while symmetric migration
produces similar, but less extreme, deviations than we observed for the asymmetric model above
(unpublished data).

Reconciling Different Patterns between Autosomal and Mitochondrial DNA
To determine whether different compartments of the genome respond similarly to
population growth, we modeled a single deme with an ancestral effective size of 104, and
allowed it to grow to a modern effective size of 105 (i.e., 10-fold growth) over the course of
2,000 generations (or 50 kya, assuming a 25-year generation interval). We obtained mean values
for Rozas’ R2 and Tajima’s D for haploid loci (i.e., " = 1NAµ = 10) and autosomal loci (i.e., " =
4NAµ = 40) using 105 coalescent simulations at each time point. Under strong population
growth, Rozas’ R2 should approach zero and Tajima’s D should become increasingly negative.
We observe this trend (Figures S6 and S7, respectively), but note that haploid loci respond to
growth in a more extreme manner than autosomal loci. Our empirical dataset of mtDNA and
autosomal genetic sequences do not show this association (data not shown).
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Table S1. Genomic loci analyzed in this study.
Chr

Start Base
(2004
Coordinates)

End Base
(2004
Coordinates)

2004 UCSC Coordinates

2006 UCSC Coordinates

1pMB101

1

101,746,289

101,748,285

chr1:101746289-101748285

chr1:101806856-101808852

1pMB81

1

81,095,700

81,097,555

chr1:81095700-81097555

chr1:81156267-81158122

2pMB6

2

6,215,789

6,217,806

chr2:6215789-6217806

chr2:6182642-6184659

2qMB134

2

134,434,942

134,436,793

chr2:134434942-134436793

chr2:134317680-134319531

3qMB148

3

148,804,809

148,806,741

chr3:148804809-148806741

chr3:148804801-148806733

4pMB31

4

31,391,076

31,393,099

chr4:31391076-31393099

chr4:31323905-31325928

4qMB157

4

157,447,597

157,447,597

chr4:157447597-157447597

chr4:157309442-157309442

4qMB179

4

179,727,852

179,729,814

chr4:179727852-179729814

chr4:179589697-179591659

5pMB31

5

31,080,349

31,082,443

chr5:31080349-31082443

chr5:31080349-31082443

5pMB35

5

35,452,161

35,454,297

chr5:35452161-35454297

chr5:35452161-35454297

5qMB113

5

113,290,806

113,292,730

chr5:113290806-113292730

chr5:113290806-113292730

5qMB123

5

123,245,996

123,247,944

chr5:123245996-123247944

chr5:123245996-123247944

6pMB45

6

45,850,117

45,852,150

chr6:45850117-45852150

chr6:45850117-45852150

7pMB42

7

42,243,941

42,245,949

chr7:42243941-42245949

chr7:42437226-42439234

7qMB152

7

152,697,552

152,699,497

chr7:152697552-152699497

chr7:152890837-152892782

7qMB83

7

83,132,176

83,134,117

chr7:83132176-83134117

chr7:83325461-83327402

9qMB100

9

100,675,660

100,675,660

chr9:100675660-100675660

chr9:102635926-102635926

11pMB20

11

20,226,825

20,228,784

chr11:20226825-20228784

chr11:20226825-20228784

11pMB23

11

23,520,249

23,522,237

chr11:23520249-23522237

chr11:23520249-23522237

13qMB31

13

31,082,858

31,084,774

chr13:31082858-31084774

chr13:31082858-31084774

13qMB64

13

64,790,190

64,792,122

chr13:64790190-64792122

chr13:64790190-64792122

13qMB67

13

67,866,542

67,866,542

chr13:67866542-67866542

chr13:67866542-67866542

13qMB69

13

69,958,755

69,960,759

chr13:69958755-69960759

chr13:69958755-69960759

14qMB85

14

85,990,054

85,992,114

chr14:85990054-85992114

chr14:85990054-85992114

15qMB35

15

35,863,258

35,865,250

chr15:35863258-35865250

chr15:35863258-35865250

16qMB53

16

53,125,682

53,127,694

chr16:53125682-53127694

chr16:53125682-53127694

17qMB66

17

66,215,066

66,217,016

chr17:66215066-66217016

chr17:66215066-66217016

18qMB34

18

34,301,883

34,303,943

chr18:34301883-34303943

chr18:34301883-34303943

18qMB47

18

47,987,485

47,989,232

chr18:47987485-47989232

chr18:47987485-47989232

18qMB60

18

60,706,873

60,706,873

chr18:60706873-60706873

chr18:60706873-60706873

18qMB67

18

67,222,650

67,224,357

chr18:67222650-67224357

chr18:67222650-67224357

Locus

Table S2

Bayes factors for 3-dimensional 95%
credible region inferred by ABC.
Bayes’ Factors (K)
Population

Rozas’ R2

Tajima’s D

BIA

70

61

SAN

67

70

MAN

67

70

YOR

57

57

FIG. S1

Validation results for the ABC procedure. Comparison of median values from joint posterior
distributions for times of onset of growth (left column) and growth rates (right column). Median
values (dotted vertical lines) inferred from 5 simulated datasets, each comprising 20 autosomal
loci, are compared with known model parameters (solid vertical lines). ABC was employed with
Rozas’ R2 (upper row), Tajima’s D (middle row), and both summary statistics jointly (bottom
row). The number of segregating sites S was used to constrain ! in all cases. See text for details.

FIG. S2

Validation results for the ABC procedure. Comparison of 95% credible region of joint
posterior distributions for times of onset of growth (left column) and growth rates (right column).
Lower confidence bounds, median values and upper confidence bounds inferred from 5
simulated datasets, each comprising 20 autosomal loci, are compared with known model
parameters (solid vertical lines). ABC was employed with Rozas’ R2 (upper row), Tajima’s D
(middle row), and both summary statistics jointly (bottom row). The number of segregating sites
S was used to constrain ! in all cases. See text for details.

FIG. S3

Effect of gene flow on Rozas’ R2 and Tajima’s D in a two-deme splitting model with
asymmetric migration. Circles indicate mean values; dotted lines indicate 95% credible
regions.

FIG. S4

Effect of Bantu admixture (~3 kya) on Rozas’ R2 and Tajima’s D in a two-deme splitting
model. Circles indicate mean values; dotted lines indicate 95% credible regions.

FIG. S5

Effect of recent cryptic structure (~150 years ago) on Rozas’ R2 and Tajima’s D in a twodeme splitting model. Circles indicate mean values; dotted lines indicate 95% credible regions.

FIG. S6

Time progression showing the expectation of Rozas’ R2 following onset of growth. Haploid
loci (circles) respond more quickly to growth (i.e., values of Rozas’ R2 approaching zero) than
autosomal loci (triangles).

FIG. S7

Time progression showing the expectation of Tajima’s D following onset of growth. Haploid
loci (circles) respond more quickly to growth (i.e., negative values of Tajima’s D) than
autosomal loci (triangles).

